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Abstract—Badminton is a fast-paced net-based sport in which
players’ actions and strategies in-game determine their chances
of winning. With sports analytics gaining popularity due to its
capability in providing valuable information for players and
coaches to counter opponents with tactics, some recent research
works attempted to perform stroke recognition. However, there
has been little research into using stroke sequences for sports
analytics. In this paper, we propose a player-independent frame-
work to investigate the relationship between strokes and rally
outcome in badminton games. To classify the rally outcome,
strokes are represented by deep features extracted using CNN
and fitted into LSTM. Experiments with various variants of
GRU and LSTM models demonstrate that Bidirectional LSTM
gives the best prediction performance, with ResNet-18 as the
feature extractor. Additional experiments were performed to
study different features that represent the stroke as plain text and
player’s pose, as well as methods to augment a small sequential
dataset.

Index Terms—sports analytics, badminton analytics, rally out-
come prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

Sports videos are available on platforms like YouTube.
Channels such as Badminton World Federation, FIBA, and
International Tennis Table Federation share the most recent
full-game recordings. Many researchers are taking advantage
of the opportunity to access these free videos to conduct dif-
ferent aspects of research: sport analytic [24], match outcome
prediction [1], coaching assistant [25], and dataset building [9],
[22]. Sports analytics is a useful application that provides valu-
able information for players and coaches to counter opponents
with tactics or improve the necessary items during training.
Sport analytics is gaining more advantages to process large
amount of videos with the help of deep learning techniques,
reducing the need for human labour in annotating the videos
[7].

In badminton, existing analytic works that use deep learning
are done in the following aspects: general strategy classifica-
tion [5], strokes recognition and shuttlecock tracking task [15],

[18], match-level outcome prediction [23]. However, studies
on the relationship between the sequence of strokes (actions)
and rally outcome are rare. We believe every in-game action
is crucial for players to win their games. In this paper, we
introduce a framework to predict the rally outcome for a
single badminton match based on action sequences performed
by both badminton players. We experimented with different
features and ways to augment a small dataset. Experimental
results show that deep features extracted using ResNet-18 have
higher representation power than HoG and n-gram features.
In addition, experiments with various variants of GRU and
LSTM models demonstrate that Bidirectional LSTM performs
the best in predicting the rally outcome.

II. RELATED WORKS

Several badminton analytic works [5], [27], [28] uses ma-
chine learning and computer vision techniques to analyse
the broadcast videos. In general, Weeratunga et al. [27],
[28] profile the players by classifying the players’ movement
based on players’ location and shuttlecock trajectory. Chu and
Situmeang [5] extend the prior works with additional tasks,
such as player tracking and stroke classification. This work
also classifies strategies in badminton into either offensive
or defensive strategies, based on prior results. An attempt
is made by Ghosh et al. [10] to automate the process of
analysing badminton games. The automated tasks include
game section segmentation, player detection, and tracking,
and stroke classification. The outputs of these tasks are being
used as metrics (player dominance status, the average speed of
players, average reaction of players, etc) for analysis purposes.
Wang et al.’s work [26] has a similar goal to our work in
classifying the rally outcome based on the sequence of strokes,
but with a different dataset that consists of different types
of strokes. This dataset is annotated by using their proposed
badminton language, BLSR (Badminton Language from Shot
to Rally), with input from domain experts. The classification



is performed with Bi-GRU network that takes in different
encoded inputs (strokes, location, etc.).

In relation to racket sports analytics, various works about
predicting tennis match outcomes [4], [8], [12], [17] have
also been published. The works are similar in that the match
outcome prediction is based on the players’ past performance
data (aces, scored, successful first serves etc.), situational
data (tournament level, court surface type, etc.) and players’
basic demographic (seed, height, and etc.) information about
the players. Makino. et al [16] believe features used by
previous works are not sufficient to provide strategic advice
to the players. Thus, they broaden the study by including the
frequency of various shot patterns in rallies.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Overview of framework

In a badminton singles game, a rally is played with a
sequence of strokes (actions) Rj = {s1, ..., sKj} taken by both
players, where Kj is the number of strokes in the j-th rally.
Each rally can be won by one of the two players (hence, the
player scores a ‘point’), which is a binary state i.e. yR = 1 if
a particular referenced player wins, and yR = 0 if the player
loses. In rally outcome prediction, the aim is to classify the
outcome of a rally y given a sequence of strokes R. In this
paper, we propose a framework for classifying a rally as won
or lost based on the last ten strokes. Following the illustrated
activities in Fig.1:

1) A frame fs is selected from the time period where the
stroke is being performed, to represent a stroke. The
players in the frame will be detected and cropped out
using Faster R-CNN [20].

2) The two cropped player frames constitute the frames
where a player performs the stroke, f ′s,P layer1

and the
opponent waits for it, f ′s,P layer2

.
3) Using ResNet18 [14], deep features are generated to rep-

resent the frames of both cropped players. The extracted
features of both players, fvs,P layer1 and fvs,P layer2 , are
then being vertically concatenated to form an input x to
the BiLSTM for a time step.

4) Finally, each rally is presented as Rj = {xs1 , ...,
xs10} and fit into a two-layer BiLSTM.

B. Dataset

All the ten annotated single-player badminton (five females
& five males) videos from Ghosh’s work [10] are used in our
work. The videos are from the 2012 Summer Olympics [9].
Under Ghosh’s annotation, a player’s stroke can be categorised
as one of the five types of stroke: serve, lob, smash, backhand,
and forehand. The annotation includes the time period of
strokes and the number of rallies won by both players. The
performed strokes are further split into top or bottom based
on players’ location. In total, there are 754 rallies annotated
in this dataset.

1) Data Pre-processing: The pre-processing steps are taken
to prepare the dataset for prediction:

• Different numbers of stroke: In handling different lengths
of each rally Rj , the last 10 strokes of the sequence
are used. Rallies with number of strokes less than three
are being omitted as it is too short to provide useful
information about a rally and a coach would treat three
strokes as a pattern [26]. Rallies with three to nine strokes
will be pre-padded to make it 10 strokes.

• Scene with different angles of view: Different angles of
view (side view, player close focus view, etc) from the
match will be captured by the broadcasters. To maintain
frame consistency, only rallies with all strokes that have
a far court-end view will be kept, leaving 498 rallies.

• Rally labelling: If Player 1 wins a rally, it will be labelled
as 0, otherwise, it is labelled as 1. In defining Player 1 and
Player 2, we select the player who began the particular
game first as Player 1 and the other player as Player 2.

2) Preparing the features for each stroke: Despite the fact
that the videos are available at 25 fps, a player can perform
a stroke in less than a second because badminton is a fast-
paced sport. Thus, each stroke has a different total number of
frames. Due to this condition, only a single frame is selected to
represent a stroke. Specifically, the frame located in the middle
of its sequence of frames f1, ..., fN , is selected to represent a
stroke. The selected frame will be passed into Faster R-CNN
to crop out the players’ regions, f ′s,P layer1

, f ′s,P layer2
. The two

cropped player frames are resized to a dimension of 224 x 224.
Deep features for both resized frames are extracted from the
output of the fully connected layer in ResNet-18. These two
deep feature vectors with 512-D are concatenated vertically to
form a 1024-D of feature xs to represent the input to BiLSTM
at a time step.

C. Rally Outcome Prediction

In the dataset D, each entry constitutes a rally Rj and a
ground-truth label yj , where y ∈ C = {0, 1}. Each rally is a
sequence of 10 strokes, with each stroke represented by the
concatenated ResNet-18 features, Rj = {xs1 , ..., xs10}. Given
the dataset D = {Rj , yj}, we fit D into our selected model
M , a BiLSTM network that classifies the outcome of a rally
as 0 or 1: M(P ) = {0, 1}.

1) Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) net-
work: BiLSTM [11] consist of two LSTMs [21], where the
inputs flow in two directions; the forward and the backward
direction. It maps the rally sequence xj = {xs1 , ..., xsT }
into a H function to generate the hidden vector sequence
hj = {hs1 , ..., hsT } for t = 1 to T time steps, where T is
set to 10. Each hidden vector h at t time step is computed for
both directions:

←−
ht = H(

←−−
Wxsxst +

←−−
Whshst−1 +

←−
bst)

−→
ht = H(

−−→
Wxsxst +

−−→
Whshst+1 +

−→
bst)

(1)
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Fig. 1: Overview of framework.

where W and b are the weight matrices and bias vectors
respectively. The H function in LSTM is defined as:

ist = σ(Wxsixst +Whsihst−1
+Wcsicst−1

+ bist )

fst = σ(Wxsfxst +Whsfhst−1
+Wcsfcst−1

+ bfst )

ost = σ(Wxsoxst +Whsohst−1
+Wcsocst + bost )

cst = fst ⊙ cst−1+

ist ⊙ tanh(Wxscsxst +Whscshst−1 + bcst )

hst = ost ⊙ tanh(cst)

(2)

where i, f , o, c, σ, and ⊙ are input gate, forget gate, output
gate, cell activation vector, logistic sigmoid function, and
element-wise product of vectors respectively. This process is
performed for two layers, g = 1 and g = 2. To predict the
point outcome ŷj of a rally Rj , the probability distribution
of Pr(yj = c) is computed by concatenating

←−−
hs10 and−−→

hs10 in layer g = 2, and connecting it to a linear layer
ŷj = W←−

h s10

←−−
hs10 +W−→

h s10

−−→
hs10 + bhs10

, followed by applying

the softmax function softmax(ŷj) =
exp (ŷj)∑c=1

0 exp (ŷc)
.

2) Network Training: In training the network, the error
between y and ŷ is calculated by the cross-entropy loss,
CELoss(yj , ŷj) = −

∑C
j=1 yj log ŷj and optimized using

Adam [19]. The process is monitored by early stopping to
avoid overfitting.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

For all experiments, the pre-processed dataset in Section
III-B1 is partitioned into two sets – a training set (398 rallies)
and a test set (100 rallies) based on stratified sampling.
Accuracy, Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristics
(AUROC) curve, and brier score [3] are the metrics used to
evaluate model performance. The brier score is defined as
1
D

∑
j(Pr(yj = c)− yj)

2.

A. Evaluation of sequential models

We ran experiments on several sequential architectures
including LSTM, GRU and Bayesian LSTM [2] using ResNet-
18 and HoG features [6] for the purpose of comparisons.
HoG features are generated for the cropped regions of both
players, f ′st,P layer1 and f ′st,P layer2, to form two 3780-D
feature vectors, which are then concatenated vertically. The
results are shown in Table I. BiLSTM with ResNet-18 features
outperforms all other models, with an accuracy of 0.70, an
AUROC of 0.61, and a brier score of 0.30. In comparing
ResNet-18 and HoG features, ResNet-18 performs better than
HoG for most models, except GRU and LSTM. This could
be due to the ability of convolution layers to capture image
features in much greater detail. Even though HoG performs
better in these two models, it is less efficient compared to
ResNet-18, due to HoG having a significantly larger feature
size than ResNet-18.

Notably, because there are insufficient datasets disclosed
and different types of strokes are annotated, we are unable
to compare our work with Wang et al’s [26], which is the
closest to ours.

B. Evaluation of different features

Other than the ResNet-18 and HoG features, we have also
experimented with other features:
• n-gram: A n-gram is a contiguous sequence of combined

n words generated from the original sentence, where
the n indicates the number of words. In our context,
the words are the strokes. We experimented with three
sets of n-gram features, specifically unigram, bigram and
trigram.

• Keypoint-RCNN: KeyPoint-RCNN [13] is a modified
Mask R-CNN originally designed to classify key joints
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TABLE I: Models Performance between HoG & ResNet-18

Models Accuracy AUROC Brier score
HoG ResNet-18 HoG ResNet-18 HoG ResNet-18

GRU 0.66 0.62 0.61 0.57 0.34 0.38
BiGRU 0.60 0.63 0.57 0.60 0.40 0.37
Bayesian LSTM 0.60 0.64 0.49 0.54 0.40 0.36
LSTM 0.68 0.61 0.57 0.53 0.32 0.39
BiLSTM 0.62 0.70 0.59 0.61 0.38 0.30

TABLE II: Performance of different features being used in
BiLSTM

Features Accuracy AUROC Brier Score
Unigram 0.54 0.52 0.42
Bigram 0.54 0.52 0.41
Trigram 0.54 0.51 0.43
KeyPoint-RCNN 0.67 0.57 0.33
HoG 0.62 0.59 0.38
ResNet-50 0.63 0.58 0.37
ResNet-101 0.62 0.54 0.38
ResNet-18 0.70 0.61 0.30

of the human body. The features for both cropped player
regions, f ′st,P layer1 and f ′st,P layer2, are extracted from
the last convolutional layer of KeyPoint R-CNN and
average pooling is applied to obtain the stroke features.

The different feature sets have varying sizes. Following the
order in Table II, the size of different feature sets are: 5,
10, 15, 1024, 7560, 4096, 4096, and 1024 respectively. The
comparative results of the different features with BiLSTM is
tabulated in Table II. The result shows that ResNet-18 has
the best performance compared to all other features. Between
text (n-gram) and image (HoG, KeyPoint-RCNN, ResNet)
features, our results demonstrate that BiLSTM works better
with image features. We have also experimented with deeper
ResNet variants but results show that the performance does
not improve with features from these variants.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, we propose a framework to predict badminton
the rally outcome based on the last 10 strokes. The framework
uses ResNet-18 to extract deep features that represent both
players’ stroke sequences, which are then passed to BiLSTM
for point prediction. In the future, we would like to explore
other available annotated datasets due to the limited type
of strokes in the current dataset. In addition, we plan to
investigate transformer-based models and ensemble methods
to improve the prediction performance.
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